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Even if some of his songs could do with a second listen, Molina understands the dynamics of the MP3 listener. He understands that people only have a certain time to listen to a song, and so he clocks it in at around 6 minutes. His adherence to the fact makes this album more inviting. Fans
of Molinas indie debut might be concerned he will lose touch with his indie roots on Fresh At 57, but he has his place in the rock world, and hes comfortable with who he is. This is just his next evolution and he is the real deal The discografia ANTONIO MOLINA contains three big numbers.
The first one, in the style of the Spanish traditional music, is Flores de Antoñoados (Songs of the Antoine) recorded at the Sala Apoge, and is divided into two parts. The first part is the homonymous song where it is performed a romantic ballad, and in the second part, it is presented La
Rosa. A special mention from the discografia ANTONIO MOLINA; it is a special version of 1 of his CDs, as well as a single version of this new version (version special), which is the version that is played whenever he performs in a live setting. But if you were hoping for a less serious musical
endeavour, youre in luck. Impressions of the folk idiom inform Molinas instrumentals as much as his mid-market pop tunes. Crowds arent a problem in Guadalajara, and the beercamps of Texas, and Molina peppers his discography with songs about Cokes and other beverages. Most of the
time, Molinas sojourns in alternate-reality fusty soundscapes with heavy organ and crisp guitars, effortlessly elevating songs like Blow Me Out of the Water to a classic status.
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Bonus: Whats Its Time Like? contains so many maddening words, and so few of them actually have any impact. The meta-commentary from Molina s clean-sung vocals about his capabilities for mastering the craft and the worth of an album, for the listener and himself, is layered over
some bafflingly whimsical arrangements. The result is a punishingly frustrating listen. But, theres no doubt Molina s followup disc, Man On Fire, will be even more frustrating, as he leads the listener on an even more torturous ride. From the drop-off and cut-off arias until the impish falsetto
on If It Was You, the vocal range of Tony Molina can make for excruciating listening. But hes a fascinating artist. It s hard to believe that his teenage voice wasnt adopted for a reason, and that it wasn t a pose that would wear thin with time. From covering Ronnie James Dio to switching up
a decade-old sound, Molina is a talent that brings fresh perspective to a style thats been thriving for more than a half-century. Molina has a knack for nimble arrangements that slide and billow and turn the choruses into deceptively simple, mainstream pop. Its a bravura set of rock songs
that make Molina a worthy heir to early-rockers like The Black Crowes and even Roger Waters, although Molinas list of antecedents is as diverse and acrobatic as his own voice. Kill the Lights is certainly Molinas best record yet, and his most accomplished. In 2008, Â«Ricardo's is far more
earnest, more sloppy, and more spontaneous â€“ as in, the band had played a similar set on the prior night in Manchester.Â». A couple of weeks later, Molina announced through a post on the K-Chat message board that there will be no live music in the city of Cdiz, due to the poor quality

of the venue in question. This opened the door for a different venue that agreed to host the band, and Gina Molina was born. 5ec8ef588b
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